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a b s t r a c t

How is it that the New Zealand government’s process for re-establishing Indigenous fishing rights has
failed to deliver thriving Māori fisheries? This paper examines why, at Te Waihora, a coastal lake, and site
of one of the nation’s longest running and best-funded state-Māori co-governance agreements, Māori
fishers have been unable to use their rights to support their fishery. As of 2018, the lake’s culturally
and ecologically significant eel population was no longer commercially viable, a decline fishers have
attributed to rampant dairy industry expansion upstream. Drawing on environmental justice literatures,
we deploy a multi-dimensional framework to identify factors shaping possibilities for justice in the wake
of rights reconciliation, as experienced by Māori fishers, scientists, and leaders. We engage theories of
political economic relations to interpret the implications of these experiences for environmental justice
theory and politics. Ethnographic accounts demonstrate that the New Zealand government’s process for
re-establishing Māori rights falls short of achieving distributional, procedural, and recognition-based
dimensions of environmental justice, and that these effects are interlinked. In particular: (i) downstream
fishers are placed to bear disproportionate costs of runoff from upstream land use change; (ii) Māori fish-
ers have little influence over governance decisions that affect land use; and (iii) government claims,
including that Māori should, ‘‘move beyond grievance mode,” obscure logics for resistance. We suggest
that the government’s support for dairy industry expansion represents an attempt to mitigate crises of
overaccumulation, characteristic of competitive markets. Unlike those who identify persistent injustice
as a logic for turning away from the state, we argue that the recurring nature of these crises, and the role
state organizations play in directing responses, indicates a rationale for continued engagement with state
governing bodies to advance justice.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

In 2015, our lead author first arrived at Te Waihora,1 a Māori
owned and governed coastal lake, home to New Zealand’s, then
highly acclaimed and well-funded, Indigenous-state co-governance
agreement between the Ngāi Tahu tribe and the Canterbury Regional

Council (Lomax et al., 2015; Prystupa, 1998). She was there, on the
east coast of New Zealand’s South Island, to interview Māori fishers
about their experiences using their state-recognized rights, obtained
through an internationally-renown treaty settlement process
(Anaya, 2011), to develop their fishery. At that time, Te Waihora har-
bored New Zealand’s most robust eel fishery, a species that had
experienced massive population declines across the globe (Dekker
et al., 2003). In both academic and government reports the co-
governance agreement had been represented as a success
(Prystupa, 1998). However, walking past fish bins, nets, dogs, and
chickens, and up to the hut of the lake’s kaitiaki, a tribally appointed
customary guardian, the first words she heard, called out from the
back room, were, ‘‘Co-management is shit!”
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Ngāi Tahu leaders, who co-governed the lake with the Canter-
bury Regional Council, had granted Roger Tainui,2 an intergenera-
tional lake fisher, the status of kaitiaki. As kaitiaki, Tainui held the
legal authority to write permits for fish above daily recreational
catch limits. Yet, despite formal recognition of his fishery expertise,
in 2014, Tainui stopped attending co-management meetings, on the
grounds that his understanding of the primary threat to fishery
health – rapid land-use change upstream, primarily to support the
expansion of the nation’s dairy industry – was insufficiently
accounted for. From 2000 to 2015, the number of hectares managed
as dairy in Te Waihora’s drainage basin had increased by over fifty
percent, as had the number of cows in the Selwyn-Waihora district,
located upstream from and comprising Te Waihora (Ford et al.,
2017). The co-governing groups’ efforts to mitigate the effects of
farm runoff by planting native plants along waterways, in Tainui’s
view, failed to mitigate the threats that upstream land use change
posed to TeWaihora’s culturally significant short-finned eel (Anguilla
australis) fishery.

In 2017, Tainui’s concerns appeared validated by a government-
funded analysis, which stated that every dairy in the Canterbury
region, comprising Te Waihora, needed to be shut down for the
lake to meet the national water quality standards (Mitchell,
2017). To be in compliance, Te Waihora required a seventy-six per-
cent reduction in nitrogen and a fifty percent reduction in phos-
phorus (Mitchell, 2017). The Regional Council, then run by
commissioners appointed by the national government, requested
a compliance exemption on the grounds that the ‘‘social and eco-
nomic consequences” for the region would be ‘‘too severe”
(Mitchell, 2017). As treaty partners with the New Zealand govern-
ment, Ngāi Tahu leaders, representing one of the largest and
wealthiest iwi (tribes) in New Zealand and covering most of the
South Island, had the authority to contest this regional council’s
decision, but did not exercise this right.

In 2018, amid deteriorating water quality, Te Waihora’s com-
mercial fishers stopped fishing on account of there being no eel.
Several months later, the funding for the lake’s co-governance
agreement ran out and Ngāi Tahu leaders, at that stage, did not
request additional funds. Tainui attributed this quiet end to lead-
ers’ shame, associated with their inability to protect the health of
a fishery, which, several decades prior in treaty settlement negoti-
ations, Ngāi Tahu leaders had presented as crucial to their cultural
well-being (Waitangi Tribunal, 1992).

1.1. Indigenous rights and environmental justice

This case represents defining characteristics of environmental
injustices, or disproportionate distributions of burdens and bene-
fits from natural resources, which continue to affect Indigenous
and other historically disadvantaged groups’ abilities to support
their livelihoods (Huber, 2019; Llamazares et al., 2020, Tauli-
Corpuz et al., 2020). These injustices have persisted despite state
governments’ commitments to Indigenous rights and environmen-
tal justice. One explanation given as to why injustices continue to
occur alongside stated efforts by governments to mitigate them, is
that states are predestined to govern in ways that reinforce
inequalities (Pulido et al., 2016; Pellow 2018), and when environ-
mental justice activists seek support from state organizations, they
reinforce state authority (Coulthard, 2014). Scholars advocating
this line of thinking have encouraged Indigenous and environmen-
tal justice groups to ‘‘turn away” from the state3 (Coulthard, 2014)
and advance their own forms of development. Those advocating for
environmental justice politics based on ‘‘turning away” (Coulthard,

2014), and even, in some cases, abolishing the state (Pellow, 2018),
however, have been critiqued on the grounds that the state is not
a singular entity, but rather, operates as a series of relationships4

(Purucker, 2021). Moreover, for those without territory, engage-
ments with state organizations may be necessary for survival
(Purucker, 2021). Te Waihora’s fishers’ experiences represent an
additional context in which engagement with state governing bodies
is warranted, as occurs when a group’s livelihoods and well-being
are affected by upstream resource use that is governed by entities
representing the state. In this case, state practices, including regula-
tory initiatives and, also, claims that Māori should ‘‘move beyond
grievance mode,” have made possible and mitigated resistance
against intensified resource use upstream. This identification of
state-sanctioned injustices in the wake of an Indigenous rights rec-
onciliation initiative demonstrates how efforts to redistribute wealth
and rights, and incorporate Indigenous groups into governing proce-
dures are, on their own, insufficient to advance justice. Possibilities
for participation are tied to the extent to which participants can gar-
ner support for their views. Given that state agencies have and can
assert highly publicized claims about Indigenous peoples’ place in
society, engagement with state bodies to rework these claims, as
well as the policies that directly support inequitable access to
resources, is warranted. This study supports calls from others
regarding the significance of recognition as a dimension of environ-
mental justice (i.e., Martin et al., 2016; Schlosberg, 2004; Sikor,
Martin, Fisher, & He, 2014; Whyte, 2017).

Our study draws on ten months of ethnographic research in the
Te Waihora region conducted by our lead author from 2015 to
2019, which included participant observation and interviews. Par-
ticipant observation at Te Waihora involved time spent living in a
Māori fisher’s hut and working on Māori fishers’ boats. The lead
author also conducted over 150 key informant interviews with
fishers, iwi leaders, government officials, and other fishery stake-
holders about the barriers faced and strategies deployed in their
attempts to use rights granted in Indigenous-state treaty settle-
ments to advance Māori fishery development (for details on pro-
cess, see Bodwitch, 2017a). Over three-quarters of these
interviews were unrecorded, in part given the sensitive nature of
the strategies fishers have deployed to survive in the wake of injus-
tices; the rest were recorded and subsequently transcribed. In
addition, semi-structured and informal exchanges took place in
group settings enabling identification of collective sentiments, in
ways that effectively amounted to a series of focus groups (approx-
imately 40). Separate discussions were held with farmers and sci-
entists (10 and 5, respectively) to gather views on regional
environmental and economic changes. We examined this field-
based data against shifts in policies and governing initiatives, as
well as representations of economic activities, biophysical pro-
cesses, and Indigenous-state relations, as found in media, govern-
ment reports, and scientific publications. Reports from the
Waitangi Tribunal, the government-funded research organization
charged to evaluate the contemporary nature of Māori grievance
claims, were also examined (i.e., Waitangi Tribunal, 1992).

To organize these data, we outline theoretical considerations
from environmental justice, political ecology, Indigenous rights,
and environmental governance literatures to define a framework
for analyzing the outcomes of Indigenous-state settlement negoti-
ations. The need to define an approach to evaluating the effects of
Indigenous rights recognition initiatives, in New Zealand espe-
cially, is due in part to claims from public and academic commen-
tators (i.e. de Alessi, 2012; Rata, 2011) that iwi leaders’ decisions,
rather than the context in which these decisions are made, are

2 All names have been changed.
3 See also, Fanon (1965), who describes ‘‘turning away” as a strategy to resist

colonial domination.

4 See Thelen et al. (2014) and Jessop (2016) for analysis of the state as a series of
relationships.
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the primary reason so few Māori individuals can make a living
from fishing, despite Māori collectively owning major portions of
the nation’s fishing rights (Bodwitch, 2017b; Song et al., 2018a).
Our analysis challenges this narrative, to demonstrate some
aspects of the institutional and political contexts in which rights
are asserted that affect leaders’ abilities to manage collectively
held fishing rights to support Māori fishery development.

In the next section, we review theories of environmental justice
and capital accumulation that contribute to understanding why
environmental justice is or is not achieved through state-
Indigenous reconciliation processes. In the following section, we
outline our framework for analyzing justice in the wake of Indige-
nous rights re-establishment initiatives. We then apply this frame-
work to identify practices affecting justice, as described by Māori
fishers, scientists, and leaders. In the concluding discussion, we
explore the implications of Māori fishers’ experiences for under-
standing processes giving rise to environmental injustice, includ-
ing, in this case, state representations of Indigenous groups.

2. Literature Review: Conceptualizations of justice and theories
of state power

The field of environmental justice studies gained prominence in
the early 1990s through scholarship and activism that highlighted
the inequitable distribution of environmental benefits and burdens
experienced by communities of color in the US (Bullard, 1990;
Čapek, 1993; Cutter, 1994). Scholarship in the field then expanded
to include accounts of injustices in international contexts affecting
various groups based on particular categories of difference
(Martinez-Alier et al., 2016). Environmental justice scholars and
activists have highlighted the ways environmental issues are also
justice issues (Mohai et al., 2009), and how civil rights issues are
also environmental (Bullard, 1990; Whyte, 2017). A primary con-
tribution from scholarship in the field has been to define what
counts, as Cutter et al. describe, as an ‘‘equity problem” (Cutter,
1994; Cutter, Holm, & Clark, 1996). And also, to develop analyses
that account for a wider range of processes operating at multiple
scales than equity assessments (Sikor et al., 2014).

In evaluating and studying justice, scholars increasingly view
justice as a multi-dimensional phenomenon, comprised of distri-
butional, procedural, and recognition-based dimensions (Sikor
et al., 2014). The distributional dimension of justice is tied to the
extent to which environmental harms and economic benefits are
equitably distributed (Wenz, 1988; Cutter, 1994). Much of the
early environmental justice scholarship served to document injus-
tices as distributional, through quantitative analyses that demon-
strated relationships between race, ethnicity, and class –
accounting for the intersectionality of these categories
(Crenshaw, 1991) – and disproportionate exposures to various
forms of pollution (Wenz, 1988; Cutter, 1994). Accounts of envi-
ronmental (in)justice subsequently expanded to include qualita-
tive analyses of how political decisions are made, with scholars
documenting injustice as a process, that in part reflects the extent
to which groups can influence the procedures of environmental
governance (Mohai et al., 2009). Analyses of the recognition
dimension have accounted for justice as tied to the ways group
interests are represented and social difference and diversity of
knowledge is respected (Figueroa, 2001; Whyte, 2010; 2017;
Martin et al., 2016). Recognition-based forms of justice offer a
means to resist cultural domination (Sikor et al., 2014) or assimila-
tion (He et al., 2021), and have been argued to be key for conserva-
tion planning in light of relationships between the recognition of

resource users’ diverse needs and users’ support for environmental
governing initiatives (Martin et al., 2016). Some have argued that
recognition is a precursor to other dimensions of justice, and as
such, does not warrant distinct analytical attention (Rawls,
1993). The idea that recognition is necessary to advance justice is
a complement to the idea that seeking recognition legitimizes
the authority of those from whom recognition is sought
(Coulthard, 2014), and as such, raises questions about which enti-
ties might be engaged to advance recognition-based forms of jus-
tice. Scholars have also considered justice as tied to capabilities,
although this dimension is less examined and those who have
engaged it have been critiqued for homogenous representations
of disadvantaged groups (Svarstad & Benjaminsen, 2020).

The multi-dimensional environmental justice framework has
been used to identify equity issues related to processes of both
environmental governance (e.g., Sikor et al., 2014; Martin et al.,
2016; He et al., 2021) and Indigenous development (e.g., Whyte,
2010; Sikor et al., 2014). In these studies, dimensions have also
been referred to as criteria to apply when evaluating the effects
of particular governing interventions (i.e., Whyte, 2010). Accounts
of justice dimensions hold also potential significance for multi-
disciplinary studies of environmental governance. Svarstad &
Benjaminsen (2020), for example, argue that scholarship in the
field of political ecology might benefit from explicit accounts of
what amounts for justice to better identify policy solutions to
advancing justice. Environmental justice scholarship and activism,
by contrast, has been credited with prompting policy changes,
including in the US, presidential mandates to evaluate environ-
mental justice implications in federal policy decision making pro-
cesses (Pulido et al., 2016). Yet, as has been noted, such
commitments have fallen short of achieving meaningful change
(Pulido et al., 2016; Pellow, 2018).

Theories that account for capitalist relations as marked by crises
of overaccumulation can help us to understand why a policy initia-
tive to advance justice can fail to work as intended. Crises of over-
accumulation require those without capital to seek out new
resources for investment, as market competition diminishes
opportunities for profit (Cass, 1972; Harvey, 1990). The recurring
nature of these crises helps explain why state groups may face
pressure to support intensified forms of resource use, despite the
potential injustices these forms perpetuate. The relatively fixed
nature of capital invested in land (Varri, 1987), and the incentives
that regional governing bodies face to govern in ways that ensure
economic benefits from that land, can also perpetuate injustice.
Additionally, the history of colonial practices whereby British and
other colonizing nations sought land for agriculture, mining, and
forestry, pushing Indigenous groups to rely on other resources,
including fisheries, for subsistence, has affected the contemporary
moment whereby those with pre-invested capital in land are likely
non-Indigenous. These colonial histories, and the theories indicat-
ing that capital accumulation is always at stake, unless new forms
of investment are made possible (Rasmussen & Lund, 2018), high-
light the pressures state representatives can face to sanction
exploitative forms of resource use. These theories help to explain
the New Zealand government’s support for dairy industry expan-
sion upstream from Te Waihora. Accounts of justice as
recognition-based, influenced by the ways groups’ interests are
represented (i.e., Martin et al., 2016; Whyte, 2017), illuminate
why Māori representatives on regional councils did not contest
these actions. To illustrate these dynamics, we first develop a
framework for identifying various phenomena that have affected
Indigenous fishery development at Te Waihora, with broader rele-
vance to other national and international contexts.
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3. Analytical framework

Over the last thirty years, nation-state leaders have recognized
Indigenous rights through international agreements5 and national
legislation (Merino, 2018). Studies in the wake of these recognition
initiatives, however, have demonstrated multiple ways Indigenous
groups remain unable to alter inequitable governing regimes, even
after governments have recognized their rights (Anthias, 2018;
Coulthard, 2014; Povinelli, 2002; Simpson, 2014). The issues raised
in these studies can be categorized as factors affecting possibilities
for distributional, procedural, and recognition-based forms of justice.
Issues affecting distributional justice include the economic opportu-
nities the rights allocated to Indigenous groups convey. Although
engagement in capitalist markets can lead to increased inequality
(Coulthard, 2014), efforts to ‘‘protect” Indigenous peoples from
market-based forms of dispossession, through collective titling ini-
tiatives for example, can also inhibit Indigenous self-determination
and a group’s abilities to use rights to address inequality (Li, 2010).

Procedural forms of justice can be compromised when govern-
ments that claim to recognize Indigenous governance rights
nonetheless retain the authority to determine how or whether to
incorporate Indigenous interests into policies and planning. For
example, different governments in Australia (Povinelli 2002),
North America (Arsenault et al., 2019; Coulthard, 2014; Simpson,
2014), and Latin America (Anthias, 2018; He et al., 2019; Merino,
2018), have in many cases recognized Indigenous rights only to
the extent that recognition supports existing political projects,
such as resource extraction from, and toxins loaded into, Indige-
nous territories (Anthias, 2018; Coulthard, 2014). Procedural jus-
tice, in contexts where Indigenous groups have rights, might also
be constrained by ‘‘mis-matches” between a group’s rights and
the governing processes that actually influence socio-
environmental outcomes (Yandle, 2007). Indigenous groups’ abili-
ties to influence governing processes, including the authorities
ostensibly conveyed through co-governance arrangements, can
be challenged by bureaucratic systems that lack effective mecha-
nisms to incorporate Indigenous knowledge, or the practices these
knowledges indicate are necessary to advance socio-
environmental relations (Arsenault et al., 2019), into policy, plan-
ning, or co-governance initiatives (Nadasdy, 2004; Rahman et al.,
2019).

Recognition-based forms of justice can be affected by processes
that influence Indigenous groups’ abilities to mobilize political
support for particular projects (Norman, 2019). Governing initia-
tives that recognize an Indigenous group’s rights as distinct from
that of other marginalized groups, can obscure logics for political
alliance building with other disadvantaged groups (Fraser, 1997;
Hale, 2005). Additionally, stereotypes, including the ‘‘ecological
Indian” motif (TallBear, 2000), can influence coalition-building.
Historical representations of Indigenous peoples as ecological
stewards have exposed Indigenous groups to outsiders’ views of
what counts as environmental, to affect constraints on groups’
abilities to advance certain forms of development (Nadasdy,
1999; Deloria, 2002), demonstrating relationships between
recognition-based and distributional forms of justice.

Studies of environmental governance highlight additional pro-
cesses to consider in justice analyses. In particular, distributional

injustices can stem from the disproportionate and cumulative
effects that downstream users experience due to upstream runoff
(Pittman & Armitage, 2016). Possibilities for procedural justice
may reflect a lack of alignment or coordination between land and
sea-based governing jurisdictions (Pittman & Armitage, 2016). Pro-
cedural justice challenges can be magnified when upstream land is
used for agriculture, as governing bodies have faced difficulties
monitoring non-point source pollution and farms located in diffuse
locations (Bodwitch et al., 2021; Ruhl, 2000). Recognition-based
injustices include representations of landscapes, as well as peoples,
in ways that justify governing initiatives that disproportionately
affect certain groups (Cronon, 1996). Representations of land-
scapes as wilderness, absent of people, for example, have justified
forced removal policies (Cronon, 1996) and made illicit local users’
livelihood activities (Peluso, 1993). Additionally, representations of
ecological dynamics, such as pollution, as only warranting govern-
ment responses if described scientifically and as occurring at cer-
tain thresholds, have inhibited local users’ abilities to ‘‘prove”
environmental harms (Liboiron, 2021). Table 1 summarizes the
factors shaping possibilities for distributional, procedural, and
recognition-based forms of justice that structure our analysis of
justice in the wake of rights recognition for Māori fishers at Te
Waihora.

4. Case study: Developing an Indigenous eel fishery in a coastal
lagoon, Te Waihora

4.1. Study site and context

In New Zealand, Indigenous rights claims surround the Treaty of
Waitangi,6 a document signed in 1840 by representatives from the
British colonial government and Māori leaders from almost all iwi
(tribes). The Treaty established New Zealand as a colony of Britain
and promised to Māori ‘‘full exclusive and undisturbed possession”
of their ‘‘properties,” broadly defined, unless they agreed to relin-
quish this right to the British (Orange, 2004). After generally ignoring
the Treaty’s principles for more than a century, in response to Māori
protests, the New Zealand government began a process to settle out-
standing Māori Treaty grievances in the mid-1970s. In settlements,
Māori groups obtain assets and governance rights and, in return,
extinguish their right to future claims and absolve the government,
representing the British Crown, from any additional responsibility to
amend the effects of particular Treaty violations (Mutu, 2019). As of
2020, the New Zealand government had entered into or completed
Treaty settlement negotiations with almost all Māori iwi
(Awawhiti, 2020). In 2011, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya, described New Zealand’s Indige-
nous reconciliation process as, ‘‘One of the most important examples
in the world of an effort to address the historical and on-going grie-
vances of an Indigenous peoples” (Anaya, 2011).

The New Zealand government’s transfer of assets to Māori took
place in the context of a neoliberal transition, through which the
government transferred state owned entities and services to the
private sector, entered into a series of trade liberalization agree-
ments, and eliminated subsidies for farmers (Larner, 1997). The
government’s motivation for the transition has been tied to the
entrance of Britain into the Commonwealth of Nations, the Euro-
pean Union’s predecessor, in 1973. This initiative removed New
Zealand as a preferred trading partner and exposed New Zealand’s
farmers to previously unseen competition, the effects of which the
government attempted to mitigate by taking on debt (Le Heron &
Roche, 1999). From 1974 to 1984, New Zealand’s national debt rose
from eleven to ninety-five percent of the nation’s GDP (Evans et al.,

5 State leaders have supported Indigenous rights through commitments to the
2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), the
2016 American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and twenty-three
ratifications of the 1991 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention. Global recognition
of Indigenous rights has also included the United Nations Permanent Forum on
Indigenous issues (UNPFII), the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (EMRIP), and the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNSR). 6 Here, the ‘‘Treaty.”
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1996). To reduce this debt, the 1984 Labour and subsequent gov-
ernments privatized formerly state-controlled services and
resources, including finance and fisheries, and eliminated agricul-
tural subsidies (Le Heron & Roche, 1999). From 1984 to 1995, gov-
ernment actions reduced subsidies from thirty-four percent of
gross agricultural revenues to almost zero (Larner & Craig, 2005;
Le Heron & Roche, 1999). This transformation corresponded to eco-
nomic losses for many in the previously subsidized sheep and beef
industries, while those in the previously unsubsidized dairy sector
remained profitable (Le Heron & Roche, 1999).

The dairy industry’s lucrativeness further increased following
the New Zealand government’s signing of a free trade agreement
with China in 2008, making New Zealand the first OECD country
to do so (Kelsey, 1997). The timing of this agreement corresponded
to the 2008 Chinese ‘‘milk scandal,” whereby the chemical mela-
mine, found in Chinese baby formula, led to infant deaths and a
demand for imported dairy products from a growing population
of middle-class consumers (Lewis, Le Heron, & Campbell, 2017).
From 2002 to 2015, the total number of cows in New Zealand
increased from approximately 3.8 million to 5 million and, thanks
to intensified grazing practices, the average liters per herd and the
average milk solids per hectare more than tripled (Ballantine and
Davies-Colley, 2014). As of 2017, New Zealand controlled one third
of the world’s total dairy trade, and Fonterra (a multinational dairy
cooperative owned by �10,500 New Zealand farmers) was the
world’s largest milk exporter (Pawson et al., 2018). The dairy
industry’s environmental effects have been increasingly docu-
mented, however, the relationship between dairy expansion and
Māori fishing rights has received less attention.

In addition to making possible the rise of the dairy industry, in
certain instances, including fisheries, the New Zealand govern-
ment’s neoliberal initiatives also prompted negotiations to settle
Indigenous grievance claims. In 1986, the New Zealand govern-
ment attempted to implement one of the world’s first comprehen-
sive Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) systems, a privatized
fishery management regime (Sissenwine and Mace, 1992). In ITQ
systems, which are used throughout the world, government agen-
cies restrict the total amount of commercial fish take and allocate a
tradable percentage of that take to private entities, usually fishers
or processors (Bodwitch, 2017b). While ITQs have been praised for
their potential to promote environmental stewardship and sustain-
ability (Costello & Deacon, 2007; Costello et al., 2008; Chu, 2009)
and economic efficiency (Costello & Deacon, 2007; Birkenbach
et al., 2017), they have also been heavily criticized for efficiency
coming at the cost of distributional equity (Eythórsson, 2000;
Pinkerton, 2013; Edwards & Pinkerton, 2019).

In New Zealand, this ITQ initiative was met with resistance from
Māori, who argued in court, successfully, that the government’s
presumed ownership of the nation’s fishery resources, necessary
to obtain quota, violated Treaty and aboriginal title rights (Boast,
1999). In the resulting 1992 Fisheries’ Settlement7 Māori collec-
tively obtained ten percent of the quota for all fish stocks already
in the ITQ system, twenty percent of the quota for any new stocks
added and fifty-percent ownership of the nation’s largest fishing
company (Boast,1999). In 2004, iwi leaders reached a decision to
divide the settlement quota based on population and coastline
(Bodwitch, 2017b). Māori also received non-commercial, or so-
called ‘‘customary”8 fisheries take and guardianship authorities,
including those held by Tainui, as kaitiaki (customary guardian), at
Te Waihora.

Importantly, the majority of Māori-owned commercial quota
rights are leased to non-Māori companies who pay premiums for
leases (Bodwitch, 2017b). At Te Waihora, however, eel quota is
leased directly to Māori fishers. The case thus marks an exception
to this trend, and as such, fishers’ development efforts in the region
are important contexts for examining barriers and opportunities
for Māori to use commercial quota rights allocated in settlement
to advance fishery development.

The New Zealand government has also transferred assets and
governance rights to Māori through land-based settlement claims.
In 1998, the New Zealand government implemented the Ngāi Tahu
Land Claims Settlement Act, which included a transfer of co-
governance and lakebed ownership rights to Te Waihora to the
Ngāi Tahu iwi, as well as governance rights to other entities in
the Ngāi Tahu rohe, or claimed territory (Fig. 1), and financial
assets. These financial assets were designed, in part, to compensate
for colonial-era land acquisitions that violated Treaty rights. These
included the British Crown’s assumption of the land upstream from
Te Waihora, which was subsequently drained to make way for
farmland (Waitangi Tribunal, 1992) (Fig. 2).

The government, represented by the regional council, continues
the process of draining upstream land and Te Waihora itself, by
maintaining ditches and, when lake levels reach a certain height,
draining Te Waihora by cutting a channel in the rocky shoal
between the lake and the ocean to release water. The co-
governance agreement, established in 2011, was designed in part
to allow Ngāi Tahu to weigh in on when lake openings would
occur, to ensure openings aligned with fish harvest practices
(Prystupa, 1998). In sum, the rights Māori fishers and the Ngāi
Tahu tribal members, collectively, hold at Te Waihora include:
commercial fishing quota rights, to eel as well as flounder and yel-
low eyed-mullet; co-governance rights (for details on process, see
Prystupa, 1998); and also, non-majority seats on the regional and
district councils charged with authorizing land and water use
activities, including irrigation system expansion. In what follows,
we analyze fishers’ and other stakeholders’ experiences attempting
to implement these rights using the environmental justice frame-
work presented in Table 1. Our aim was to illuminate why the
New Zealand government’s transfer of rights to Māori in New Zeal-
and has yet to provide the means necessary to develop Te Waihora
fisheries.

4.2. Distributional injustices

For Te Waihora fishers, following government recognition of
their fishing rights, distributional injustices stem from the ways
downstream fisheries disproportionately experience certain cumu-

Table 1
A framework for analyzing the outcomes of Indigenous rights recognition initiatives
based on an environmental justice approach.

To what extent do rights recognition
efforts advance possibilities for (i.e.,
research questions):

Factors to consider include (but are not
limited to) (i.e., hypotheses):

Distributional justice, or a groups’
ability to alter distributions of
economic and environmental
burdens and benefits

Economic assets; geographical
location; biophysical dynamics

Procedural justice, or a groups’ ability
to influence existing governing
processes

Groups’ decision-making authorities
in relation to state actors; rights
granted in relation to environmental
dynamics; processes for knowledge
exchange and integration; inter-
institutional forms of coordination

Recognition-based justice, or a
groups’ ability to influence public
sentiment and political
knowledge making

Representations of: Indigenous
groups; landscapes; environmental
dynamics; knowledge systems;
economic development

7 Here, the ‘‘Settlement.”
8 Some Māori fishers contest the characterization of their customary rights as non-

commercial, arguing that exchange has always been necessary to allow their fishing
practices to persist (Bodwitch, 2017b).
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lative effects of an expanded and intensified dairy industry
upstream. These effects include runoff from nitrate-rich livestock
effluent as well as nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers, all of which
increase the likelihood an aquatic system will enter a eutrophic
state and exhibit algal blooms toxic to fish and humans (Foote
et al., 2015; Hale et al., 2020). The rate of agricultural run-off is
exacerbated by farming practices and government initiatives that
have reduced soil filtration capacities (Ford et al., 2017). Upstream,
cows’ hooves pack soil more firmly than that of the sheep they
replaced, and the Regional Council’s authorization of irrigation sys-
tem expansion (through processes amounting to procedural injus-
tices, as discussed below), has streamlined the waterways that feed
Te Waihora (Ford et al., 2017).

The structural dynamics motivating farmer decision making
were illuminated by Peter Frey, a good friend of Roger Tainui’s,
who owned a farm in the Te Waihora watershed. Frey commented
that many of his neighbors had replaced their sheep herds with
dairy cows, irrigated and fertilized their pastures, and then sold
their farms to corporate entities, who further increased herd sizes

and fertilizer use to increase outputs, and likely also, runoff. He
noted that the decision to convert and sell was a struggle for some
of his neighbors, who were sad to see the farm leave the family but
did not want to be dairy farmers – milking multiple times a day –
and did not want to pass up the lucrative opportunity the land use
conversion offered. Frey himself did not convert his farm because
he also fished the lake and saw effects of dairying on Te Waihora.
He expressed immense frustration with the Regional Council’s
decision to allow dairy farm expansion, especially the council’s
approval of the land next to the irrigation channels for grazing,
which increased, in Frey’s account, the risk of fertilizers and cow
effluent running into the lake.

Frey’s descriptions were corroborated by analyses of the rela-
tionships between dairy industry expansion and water quality,
which identified how increased fertilizer and pesticide use in the
Te Waihora catchment, combined with the effects of streamlined
waterways for irrigation, had diminished water quality below
national standards, giving rise to eutrophic conditions in the lake
(Mitchell, 2017; Hu et al., 2019). Globally, habitat alterations have

Fig. 1. Map of Ngāi Tahu tribal territory New Zealand’s South Island with subtribes (r�unanga) and Te Waihora. Source: Te R�unanga o Ngāi Tahu, https://ngaitahu.iwi.nz/.
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Fig. 2. Map of Te Waihora watershed. CMWS Zone Boundary refers to the region’s irrigation scheme.
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posed major threats to eel populations that live part or all of their
life in inland waterways (Drouineau et al., 2018), as is the case for
Te Waihora’s diadromous short-finned population, and is likely
also occurring here (Kearney et al., 2008). Dairy is the major land
use in the area and is likely a far bigger driver of water quality con-
cerns than other forms of land use change, including housing
developments, due to the use of fertilizers and pesticides by farm-
ers. Fishing pressure in the region is regulated by the ITQ system,
and as such overfishing is unlikely to be the primary threat to eel
population health.

Possibilities for distributional justices are also affected by the
disproportionate economic costs Te Waihora fishers bear due to
upstream land use change (for dairy or other processes). These
costs are highlighted in the experiences of Māori father and son
team, William and Richard Golden, who, in 2012, began leasing
the Ngāi Tahu commercial fishing rights to Te Waihora. Shortly
after obtaining fishing rights from the iwi, the Goldens began to
employ locally, distribute fish to community members in need,
provide customary guardians with routine updates on fish popula-
tion health, and rebuild three previously abandoned huts in a lake-
shore community (Bodwitch, 2017b). In 2016, the pair invested
over $500,000NZD (�$333,000USD) and unquantified labor time
to construct an export-certified processing facility to capture addi-
tional value from their catches. Former non-readers and writers,
they enrolled in courses to help navigate extensive reporting
requirements and became experts in the nation’s fisheries policies.
They set aside their generations’ old fish-drying techniques and
spent hours in business development and regulatory compliance
classes. Yet, after one season processing for export, by 2018, the
factory, by far the newest, most expensive building on the land-
scape, was no longer running, as eel fishing on the lake was no
longer profitable.

The Golden’s fishing operation also served as a form of social
support for the broader Ngāi Tahu community. The Golden’s rou-
tinely provided fish for large gatherings, including iwi events,
and distributed fish to community members in need, within their
hut community and beyond. These fish distribution practices pro-
vided a means through which younger community members could
check on elderly individuals who had few social interactions other-
wise. The Goldens described their voluntary fish distribution prac-
tices as an exercise of their mana, a term that has been loosely
defined as power or authority, and which for them, denoted an
investment strategy. As William Golden described, in reference to
his having the right to fish Te Waihora eels, ‘‘I give, so I can take.”
As such, the Goldens were likely to continue to disseminate the
benefits from their fishing operation to community members in
ways non-Māori operations rarely do, provided there were fish.

Prior to the collapse of the eel fishery, the Goldens represented
a model case of the ways iwi leaders could manage quota to sup-
port Māori fishers. Indeed, William Golden had described their
operation as the ‘‘development story that has to succeed,” a reflec-
tion of the ways his achievements might incentivize iwi leaders to
lease quota to other Māori fishers, rather than non-Māori opera-
tions who can pay more upfront. Without eel, their case highlights
how the reallocation of goods, in this case commercial fishing
rights, on its own, can be insufficient as a mechanism to advance
justice for Indigenous groups (see also Schlosberg, 2004). The Gold-
ens’ experience also suggests that criteria beyond distribution are
needed to more fully understand how justice can be advanced
through processes to recognize Indigenous rights.

4.3. Procedural injustices

The inequitable distributions of environmental burdens and
economic benefits that the Goldens and others at Te Waihora have
experienced reflect procedural injustices arising from government

decisions made in contexts where Māori fishers’ interests were not
considered, and fishers had no veto authority. On multiple occa-
sions during the course of this research, Tainui identified the pro-
cesses he perceived to be driving fishery degradation. These
included: (1) a lack of regulation of farmer’s environmental prac-
tices, due in part to the longstanding notion that the nation’s
grass-fed agricultural industry had minimal environmental effects
(Tall & Campbell, 2018); (2) the government’s removal of agricul-
tural subsidies; and (3) the lack of a capital gains tax, a phenomena
Tainui believed, based on his longstanding relationships with
upstream landowners, incentivized farmers to convert to dairy
and expand their use of irrigation to realize increased value from
future farm sales. Yes, the co-governance regime had processes
for incorporating Tainui’s ecological knowledge about fishery
dynamics, including the authority he has to write fishing permits
above daily take limits (if he deemed the fishery capable of han-
dling such pressure). However, the regime did not include pro-
cesses for responding to Tainui’s knowledge of political-economic
factors shaping upstream land use change. The primary strategy
the co-governance group deployed was instead largely technical
and reactionary (e.g., encouraging farmers to plant native plants
along waterways to offset the rate at which dairy run-off entered
waterways), the effects of which have also been difficult to evalu-
ate (Lomax et al., 2015).

Procedural injustices also reflect challenges associated with the
position of the lake’s co-governance partnership within the con-
fines of a governance regime Māori had limited authority to alter.
This regime included processes for allocating funds for research
related to the region as well as institutional processes affecting
the types of knowledge deemed legitimate to trigger regulatory
change. In 2017, the lead author attended a meeting for various
rights and stakeholders associated with the lake to discuss the
science needed to advance lake health. At the meeting, she asked
about the possibility of including analyses of the factors motivating
farmers’ land use decisions. She was told that this type of analysis
was beyond the scope of the co-governance group. The govern-
ment, as co-governance partner, was more interested in strategies
to clean up the lake, as opposed to strategies to curb dairy industry
expansion upstream. The co-governing initiative had no authority
to determine land use activities upstream, which were instead reg-
ulated by regional and district councils. These bodies were ostensi-
bly, constitutionally mandated to adhere to Treaty principles, but
as exemplified by Tainui’s frustration with co-governance at Te
Waihora, mechanisms to incorporate Treaty principles as they
relate to Māori fishers’ concerns, had yet to be established. ‘‘Treaty
principles,” as a directive for governing bodies to adhere to, has
been an evolving concept that remains open to interpretation
(Jackson, 2013).

Fishers’ limited authority to influence governing processes was
exacerbated by a mismatch between how fishers’ knowledges are
held and conveyed and how the knowledges deemed suitable for
influencing decision making are typically presented. Over tea at
Tainui’s hut following the meeting to discuss research related to
Te Waihora, Tainui remarked that he no longer attends such meet-
ings because he gets too flustered and angry when attempting to
convey his knowledge and experiences. The forums in which these
meetings occurred, in this case, in a university conference room,
did not align with the ways Tainui’s knowledge had been pre-
sented to the lead researcher – over tea and cookies (or fish) in
his hut, or walking around the yard, observing the Golden’s activ-
ities next door, or in group discussions with neighboring fishers or
farmers.

Challenges fishers faced in attempting to influence the gover-
nance processes that affect them were also evidenced in an
attempt to scientifically ‘‘prove” fishers’ oral accounts of fish pop-
ulation changes associated with dairy industry expansion. Fishers
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had expressed to iwi leaders that the expanded presence of drai-
nage ditches for irrigation were disrupting fish habitat. In part to
address fishers’ concerns, the co-governance group hired a fresh-
water ecologist to, among other tasks, document the presence of
freshwater crayfish, or kōura, a culturally important species for
Māori, in the irrigation ditches feeding into the lake. These ditches
formerly existed as fish-harboring streams, at least according to
Māori fishers.

Proof of species’ presence could indicate ecological impacts of
irrigation system expansion, which Regional Councils are man-
dated to consider when authorizing development activities, as
per the nation’s Resource Management Act (Jackson, 2016). Fishers’
oral accounts had yet to be incorporated into regional council
decision-making, and as fishers and iwi leaders indicated, were
unlikely to be without scientific ‘‘proof.” The stakes of this lack of
recognition of fishers’ oral accounts were magnified when the sci-
entist’s attempt to document kōura presence was ultimately
unsuccessful, in large part due to the labor costs involved. Kōura
are nocturnal, which meant expeditions to find them took place
at night, in steep drains, requiring the scientist to submerge in
often cold water.

The scientist, when interviewed, indicated that she felt she was
letting the iwi down, with her inability to translate fishers’ oral
accounts into formats perceived as necessary to affect regulatory
actions. She requested funds for additional trips, but none were
made available, largely because these funds were already directed
to (also, ultimately unsuccessful) efforts to clean up the lake. An
environmental justice perspective suggests that strategies to
rework how fishers’ knowledge is accounted for in decision mak-
ing, rather than (or at least in addition to) additional funds to
translate these accounts into language suitable for non-
Indigenous governing systems, are warranted to support Indige-
nous fishery development (i.e., Martin et al., 2016; Whyte, 2017).
Relationships between how knowledges are represented and gov-
ernance decisions are made can also be captured in analysis of
recognition-based forms of justice. However, because these
dynamics are accounted for in studies of procedural justice, we cat-
egorize them as such. In examining factors affecting justice as
recognition-based, we thus focus on dynamics not obviously
accounted for in studies of distributional or procedural justice, to,
in turn, provide evidence to support calls to evaluate recognition
as a distinct dimension (i.e., Sikor et al., 2014) or set of criteria
(i.e., Whyte, 2017) to evaluate in justice analyses.

4.4. Recognition-based injustices

Evidence of recognition-based injustices are found in discursive
representations that obscure the challenges fishers have faced as
fish populations have declined. These include accounts of the dairy
industry’s economic benefits. Farming has long been viewed as an
important contributor to the New Zealand economy (Gray & Le
Heron, 2010). The Regional Council’s comments that the dairy
industry is too significant economically justified their decision
not to adopt the steps necessary to advance water quality (see
Introduction). This narrative does not appropriately account for
the social and environmental externalities associated with dairy
industry expansion, namely, the effects of land use change on
downstream fish populations and the livelihoods of those depen-
dent on the fishery.

Representations of Māori-state settlements as in Te Waihora
and elsewhere, have also affected possibilities for recognition-
based justice. Claims from government agencies that settlements
have been a ‘‘full and final” resolution of Māori grievances (Mutu,
2019), coupled with the idea that Māori should, ‘‘move beyond
grievance” (Sullivan, 2016; Waitangi Tribunal, 2011), have sug-
gested that iwi, or tribal, leaders, in post-settlement New Zealand,

should generally refrain from blocking government actions. Frus-
tration from certain sectors of the non-Māori public surrounding
the transfer of state assets to Māori, coupled with the emotional
and time commitments these processes involve, help to explain
the government’s motivation to ensure settlements indeed give
rise to a new era of Māori-state relations. Yet, these ideas also
amount to an ‘‘unfair,” (i.e., Whyte, 2010), representation of the
Māori-state partnership, given that government actions that argu-
ably warrant grievance claims including actions in support of irri-
gation system development, have affected howMāori can use their
rights to govern fisheries.

The effects of these misalignments between the ways national
government agencies have presented the Māori-state partnership,
and iwi leaders’ and fishers’ attempts to implement rights achieved
in settlements, are evidenced in accounts from leaders who
expressed a desire not to contest Regional Council decision-
making due to the perceived likelihood that the regional govern-
ment would not respond favorably to either their grievance claims
or proposals for other forms of development. Regional Councils in
rural regions were depicted by the leaders we interviewed as sym-
pathetic to farmers. In the TeWaihora watershed, the national gov-
ernment played a key role in ensuring the Regional Council
supported irrigation system expansion, specifically, with its
replacement of the region’s elected officials, some of whom were
elected on pro-environment platforms, with appointed commis-
sioners who ‘‘streamlined” the process to enable resource consent
applications to go through (Thomas & Bond, 2016). Holding non-
majority seats, iwi leaders required support from other council
members to contest irrigation system expansion. National and
regional governments are, in addition to operating as Treaty part-
ners, also directed to represent the interests of all New Zealanders,
some of whom have expressed frustration with the transfer of
state-owned assets to Māori. On more than one occasion the lead
author heard non-Māori, often farmers, lament in racist language
their views of settlements as being ‘‘handouts” to Māori. Claims
from government agencies that Māori should ‘‘move beyond
grievance” likely perpetuated this sentiment.

Leaders also expressed disincentives to contest national, as well
as regional council decision making, over concern that such contes-
tations would jeopardize efforts to assert rights to advance fishery
development elsewhere or land-based forms of development. In
the post-settlement climate, leaders are tasked with the responsi-
bility to manage their ‘‘full and final” settlement assets, which
amount to far less than the total value of assets taken, to benefit
future generations. Leaders have engaged in land-based forms of
development that require council approval, creating incentives
for leaders to work collaboratively with regional councils, rather
than antagonistically. Given that the majority of New Zealanders
(85%) are non-Māori, how Māori issues are represented holds
potentially major implications for the ways iwi leaders, who repre-
sent non-majority seats on regional councils, can gain support to
either contest distributional or procedural injustices or advance
particular development activities.

5. Discussion & conclusion

Guided by an environmental justice framework, our analysis of
why TeWaihora fishers remain unable to develop their fishery, and
why iwi leaders have yet to act in ways to advance Te Waihora
fishery development, illustrates why obtaining rights does not nec-
essarily mean obtaining benefits. The New Zealand government’s
recognition of Te Waihora fisheries as partially Māori owned and
governed did not convey to iwi leaders the political means neces-
sary to govern these resources. As a result, the co-management
partnership at TeWaihora has served as a back-end attempt to deal
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with the effects of decisions made with little consideration of Te
Waihora health. State-sanctioned governing initiatives related to
the forums in which knowledge is asserted, how science is funded,
and how development is permitted, have given rise to procedural
and recognition-based injustices that influence how resource use
occurs upstream, leading to distributional injustices. Māori fishers
lack the authority and iwi leaders face disincentives to contest
these processes.

This study builds understandings of the processes giving rise to
justice, and state’s roles in supporting or inhibiting these processes,
in multiple ways. First, fishers’, scientists’, and leaders’ accounts
demonstrate that the achievement of justice is a multidimensional
process, and that distributional, procedural, and recognition-based
dimensions of justice can all affect authority to govern resource
use and trade, even after rights are re-established. Distributional
injustices experienced by Māori fishers relate to the effects of
upstream land-use change, and indicate why reallocating rights
to resources, on its own, does not necessarily amount to benefits,
unless the governance of the biophysical dynamics that affect
resource access is also addressed. This case therefore provides evi-
dence in support of calls made globally to integrate governing sys-
tems across land-sea divides (Song et al., 2018b). This seemingly
obvious point has not been taken into consideration in the majority
of state-led fishery management regimes, including New Zealand’s
ITQ system, where governance decisions are primarily targeted at
regulating fishers’ actions and rarely the actions of land-based
resource users.

Procedural injustices identified here demonstrate how practices
of governance decision making can affect possibilities for justice.
Challenges of participation related to an inability to contest regula-
tory decisions, due to limited evidence of impacts in forms amen-
able to governing partners, namely, reports from scientists or
consultants. The forums in which knowledge was shared and the
formats through which it was shared disadvantaged individuals
for whom knowledge communication is an oral rather than written
process, as is the case for the vast majority of Māori fishers inter-
viewed. Difficulty translating Indigenous knowledge into forms
amiable to bureaucratic governing systems have also been identi-
fied as limiting possibilities for Indigenous-state co-management
partnerships elsewhere (e.g., Nadasdy, 2004). This study provides
an additional illustration of such dynamics and also indicates
how the processes through which science is funded can affect pos-
sibilities for participation in governing procedures. Limited capac-
ity on the part of iwi to fund science meant that those in
governance positions had limited data with which to contest
outcomes.

This study also draws attention to how representations of par-
ticular groups can influence the political authority representatives
of those groups hold. In doing so, it identifies a less well-
documented means through which state officials’ actions affect
possibilities for recognition-based justice. The primary means
through which states have been identified as influencing possibil-
ities for recognition-based justice is through regulatory actions
that fail to support particular culturally desired forms of resource
use (i.e., Martin et al., 2016; Whyte, 2017). This case, we suggest,
indicates that the specific claims state organizations make regard-
ing Indigenous groups can also influence recognition-based justice.
Here, these claims include assertions that Māori groups’ grievances
have been settled in a ‘‘full and final” manner, and that Māori
should ‘‘move beyond grievance mode,” in their partnership with
the state (Waitangi Tribunal, 2011). To the extent these claims
legitimize public resistance to any critiques Māori leaders might
make of state actions, including actions that support upstream land
development at the expense of downstream fisheries, these claims
also serve to limit possibilities for procedural justice. Indeed, on
more than one occasion during this course of this research, non-

Māori were heard complaining about news broadcasts describing
Māori groups who were asking state organizations to change gov-
erning practices in specific ways. This case therefore highlights
how the recognition dimension of justice can serve as a precursor
to other forms while simultaneously demonstrating why recogni-
tion also warrants consideration as a distinct dimension (i.e.,
Sikor et al., 2014) or criterion (i.e., Whyte, 2017). An analysis of
procedural justice that did not also consider issues around recogni-
tion, as might have occurred through an analysis of governance
structures that did not also attend to discourse, would be insuffi-
cient to explain the political landscape shaping fishery develop-
ment at Te Waihora.

In addition to building understanding of the processes affecting
relationships between various dimensions of justice, this study
also provides specific insights into actions to consider in efforts
to advance environmental justice. In particular, diverse metrics
for documenting ecological impacts, especially processes for recog-
nizing oral knowledge, will help destabilize knowledge hierarchies
to advance procedural- and recognition-based forms of justice, as
well as culturally desired forms of development. For Indigenous
fisheries, one way this can occur is through processes that account
for fishers’ knowledges in the contexts in which they are typically
conveyed – on the land, in the boat, over meals. The provision of
funds, or a koha (gift), to communities to support their abilities
to host and feed visitors, will facilitate this form of knowledge
communication. Alongside this, the sites where collaborative envi-
ronmental governance occurs may need to extend not only beyond
the land-sea divide (Song et al., 2018b), but also to spaces rarely
considered as contexts for environmentally governance. Specifi-
cally, regulations that influence upstream landowners’ decision
making, including tax policies and international trade agreements,
can also hold implications for downstream environmental out-
comes. In New Zealand, the national government’s present com-
mitment to reworking trade standards (New Zealand Foreign
Affairs and Trade, 2020) presents one example of a forum in which
it may be appropriate to incorporate analysis of social and ecolog-
ical outcomes.

Of note, however, is that in New Zealand, ongoing actions that
limit Māori development mean that the government may need to
take radical actions to uphold its end of the Treaty partnership
with Māori. The political disincentives that exist for leaders to con-
test regional and district council decision-making indicate that
council seats alone are insufficient to empower leaders to advance
justice for downstream fishers. National government or court
actions are needed. Current initiatives that hold the potential to
advance Te Waihora fishery development include the current
Labour government’s proposal to regulate farmers’ nitrogen levels
and the Ngāi Tahu iwi’s claim to freshwater ownership, lodged
with the High Court. If successful, these proposals will, respec-
tively, put many farmers in the Te Waihora watershed out of busi-
ness and grant Ngāi Tahu leaders greater control over water use at
the land-sea interface. Policy strategies that bring actors together
across the land and seascape to build shared understandings
(Norman, 2019; Hale et al., 2020) will help mobilize political sup-
port for these and other fishery-related initiatives. Additionally,
the Ngāi Tahu iwi is exploring strategies to support land-use tran-
sitions to non-polluting farming practices. These experiments will
provide information on the technologies and practices that enable
farmers to move into alternative regimes and should be supported
financially and administratively as they are implemented.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates why on-going engage-
ment with state governing bodies may be necessary to advance
justice. Not only is disengagement hard because the state involves
multiple organizations and operates as a series of relationships
(i.e., Purucker, 2021), choosing not to engage is a less tenable
option when upstream resource users are operating within capital-
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ist economic systems, in which market competition creates incen-
tives for resource exploitation. The trajectory of dairy expansion
upstream from Te Waihora provides evidence that possibilities
for capital accumulation are marked by crises that produce incen-
tives for those with capital to lobby governments to support new
opportunities for investment and potentially exploitative resource
use practices. A crisis period in New Zealand followed Britain’s
entrance into the European Union, altering existing social orders.
Advancement of free-trade initiatives provided opportunities for
new market relations, and farmers engaged in new practices of
dairy intensification to derive benefit from potential market gains.
When market competition increased, as China entered into free
trade agreements with other nations, another crisis period arose,
followed by intensified forms of state-sanctioned resource use, to
produce more dairy at lower cost. To increase the likelihood that
government responses to future crises minimize environmental
burdens, engagement with certain state organizations may be
advantageous given the potential influence state organizations
can have in reaching broad public audiences and delivering mes-
sages that influence public support for or against particular groups.
That said, engaging with the state is time consuming, and being in
‘‘grievance mode” can have real material consequences. As a result,
the responsibility to engage with state organizations to challenge
injustice should not be viewed as solely held by those experiencing
environmental injustices. Instead, analysts have an important role
to play in identifying contradictions in state officials’ justifications
for governing actions to highlight logics for acting otherwise. The
use of an environmental justice framework provides a mechanism
through which such contradictions can be identified. While state
authority may be legitimized by the settlement of Māori or other
Indigenous groups’ claims, additional identification of the ways
the governments have fallen short of achieving the promises of
rights reconciliation initiatives can serve to destabilize this author-
ity until remedial efforts are adopted.
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